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“BOOST” RETURNS
ON THE BEST
INVESTMENT IDEAS
Dr. David Eifrig’s strategy takes the best
investment ideas from Stansberry Research’s
most popular newsletters – Stansberry’s
Investment Advisory, True Wealth, and
Retirement Millionaire – and makes them
more powerful.
Ideas are culled from the suite of Stansberry
Research experts that include Stansberry
Research Founder, Porter Stansberry, Senior
Partner and Editor of True Wealth Dr. Steve
Sjuggerud, and Senior Partner and Retirement Millionaire Editor Dr. David Eifrig.

Dr. David Eifrig

Dr. Steve Sjuggerud

Porter Stansberry

Doc’s Trading Strategy

Higher Potential Return With Less Capital

DOC’S TRADING STRATEGY
In short, Dr. David Eifrig, (a former trader from
Goldman Sachs) and his research team take Stansberry
Research’s best investment recommendations — and
“boost” them using advanced strategies.
Typically, these strategies reduce risk, and increase
profit potential.
Since December of last year, the results by Doc and
his team have been incredible. If you are looking to
increase returns and reduce risk from Stansberry
Research’s best stock recommendations... this may
be perfect for you.
Doc’s trading strategies are designed specifically to
achieve triple-digit gains in a short period by using

techniques most investors have never heard of or tried.
And it requires very little capital to get started. You can
make these trades for just a couple hundred bucks.
You can increase profits, reduce risks, and sometimes
even profit when a stock’s price (or the market as a
whole) goes sideways — or even moves lower.
Dr. Eifrig and his team deliver details on two new
trade recommendations each month, based on the top
investment ideas from Stansberry Research. You will
also learn how to apply these methods on your own, so
you can “boost” your gains with other stocks outside of
the Stansberry Universe.
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BIG WINNERS USING DOC’S
TRADING STRATEGY…
Dr. Eifrig’s trading strategy has already delivered several winners over
the past several months…
“I’m up on 8 out of 9 positions,
with gains of 43% to 878%
annualized. This could make
a big difference this year.”
— Clint H.

One of Doc’s very first recommendations showed
an annualized gain of 1,042% (that’s a 71% return
on capital in just 25 days).

And another made a whopping 2,027% annualized
gain (or a 77% return in just 14 days)!
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One of our trades gained 30%, even as the short recommendation
lost 9%. That’s the incredible power of this strategy.

WHY THIS STRATEGY?
Boost Your Gains

For every one point move in a stock, using this
strategy could make you 5 to 10 times higher returns.

Less Risk Than Stocks

Limit your risk by using small, yet potentially highly
profitable trades.

“This is the ultimate strategy for
those with a smaller account
size looking to reduce their risk
and maximize and grow their
trading account.”
— Ryan R.

Quicker Gains

Doc’s trading strategies move quickly and can close
out much faster than stocks.
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HIGHER POTENTIAL RETURNS ON
THE SAME STOCKS...
For me, this is the best potential
way to make great returns in a
bull market, and a bear market.
With your guidance and expertise, I have had great success.
— Rob W.

Average Winning
Recommendation
6

with an average holding
period of 31 days

Annualized Return

MULTIPLIED RETURNS: ALTRIA
Stansberry’s Investment Advisory recommended shares of Altria (MO) in March 2019.
This tobacco giant was recommended by analyst Alan Gula. While Altria shares performed well, Doc’s trading
strategy outperformed by nearly 10x…
Doc’s strategy returned 77.8%, compared to 8% on the stock.

Past performance is not a guarantee of future results, and individual investing experiences may vary.
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MULTIPLIED RETURNS: STARBUCKS
Stansberry’s Investment Advisory recommended shares of Starbucks (SBUX) in October 2018.
This Global Elite company was recommended by Porter Stansberry and has performed well. But by applying Doc’s
trading strategy, it “transformed” a healthy gain into a massive winner…
Doc’s strategy returned 71.4%, compared to 6.6% on the stock.

Past performance is not a guarantee of future results, and individual investing experiences may vary.
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MULTIPLIED RETURNS: INGERSOLL RAND
Retirement Millionaire recommended shares of Ingersoll Rand (IR) in April 2018.
Doc Eifrig pinpointed Ingersoll Rand as a profit play on renewable energy with a long track record of growth.
Doc recommended a different way to play the situation, telling readers exactly how to execute the strategy…
Doc’s strategy returned 60%, compared to 5.9% on the stock.

Past performance is not a guarantee of future results, and individual investing experiences may vary.
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MULTIPLIED RETURNS ON A LOSING STOCK: DISCOVERY
Stansberry’s Investment Advisory recommended shorting shares of Discovery (DISCA) in December 2018.
Porter Stansberry’s team has tracked the destruction of the cable industry for years, and identified Discovery as a potential victim late last year. Doc recommended a different strategy on the same company, and did even better.
Doc’s strategy returned 29%, compared to a 9% loss on the short.

Past performance is not a guarantee of future results, and individual investing experiences may vary.
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THIS STRATEGY IS “EASY TO UNDERSTAND…”
Art B.

Subscriber

“Doc and Team: Wonderful work!
Detailed and easy to understand,
great strategies… well done, and
unlikely to be misunderstood.”

Sue M.
Subscriber

“Doctor Eifrig’s Team put together
an extremely thorough, easy to
understand explanation of a very
difficult topic. This is my first
SERIOUS effort [using this strategy]. I’ve tried before but really
didn’t know all the nuts and bolts...
how to EXIT a trade... WHEN to exit
a trade... how to interpret the listing
on the broker position page... I
[feel] so happy that I could now
understand it.”

Nancy V.
Subscriber

“Your training materials were so
clear and easy to understand that
not only have I been able to enter
your recommended trades with
ease, I’ve been able to invent a few
of my own.”
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BUT HOW ARE THE RESULTS?
Bonnie S.
Subscriber

“Oh my goodness, Doc! I just
closed out my first [trade] on IR with
a 44% profit in just 3 weeks. I am
so happy! I can’t thank you enough.
Please keep it coming. I love this
service!”
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Scott S.
Subscriber

“I love [Doc’s] strategies. I love the
concept of knowing my max defined risk/loss up front and the potential of making 300-400 percent
profits while committing smaller
position sizes.”

Jerry F.
Subscriber

“I made a reasonable profit on your
first reco of MSFT. With [this strategy] I made a gross profit of $1,020
or $983 net after fees in 22 days.
That would be an annualized yield
of about 775%.”

HIGH-RETURN TRADING
OPPORTUNITIES FOR EVERYONE
Small Trade Sizes:

You can enter a trade recommendation for as little as
$100 to $200.

Managed Levels of Risk:

You’ll always know what the maximum loss is and you’ll
know how to avoid taking on more risk than you can handle.

Potential for Triple-Digit Gains:

Nearly every recommendation has the chance to hit
triple-digit gains, sometimes even if a stock’s price goes
down or stays flat.

Works In Any Market Condition:

Doc’s strategies are perfect for bull markets, flat
markets, and there’s even a particular strategy that will
produce massive winners in bear markets.
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WHAT’S INCLUDED
You’ll receive at least two actionable ideas every month.
The ability to transform most investment recommendations into
potential triple-digit winners.
Frankly, I’ve wondered why
Stansberry didn’t offer this
service earlier. Your [trading
strategy] is very easy to follow
and I appreciate the bi-monthly
discussion of the trades.
— John S.
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A comprehensive Master Course, taking you from beginner to
expert — reserved for paying members only.
Complimentary access to our three most popular newsletter
services: Stansberry’s Investment Advisory, True Wealth, and
Retirement Millionaire.

MEMBERS-ONLY MASTER COURSE
In our comprehensive Master Course, Dr. Eifrig will show you everything you need to apply any of our trading strategies on your own… so
you can boost as many of Stansberry’s recommendations as you like:
How this strategy works
Why these strategies earn so much
Boosting returns by finding the perfect strategy
Hours of online video tutorials
Guidebook to Doc’s strategies
Training workbook
Fully-powered trading calculator
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MEMBERSHIP OPENS JUNE 19, 2019
When you join Doc at his first ever Trading Master Class on June 19th, you’ll
qualify for more than $2,597 worth of bonuses, including:

“Year to date, by the use of your
techniques and recommendations, my little portfolio has
generated a $57K increase
from a base investment of
$91K, and it is kind of fun to
“find” paths to new trades that
enhance profit potential.”
— Wayne P.
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Doc’s most recent trade recommendations.

Full Trading Master Course (including a
comprehensive guide, online videos and multiple reports).

12 Months of our three flagship newsletters:
Retirement Millionaire, Stansberry’s Investment Advisory, and True Wealth.

YOU’RE INVITED TO DOC’S FIRSTEVER TRADING MASTER CLASS
On Wednesday, June 19th, Doc will show you how you can
“boost” your gains on almost every Stansberry recommendation,
unlocking the potential to earn 5-times... even 10-times higher
gains than just investing the normal way.
To get you ready, we’ve created a private website which
contains four case studies that take a deeper look into the
strategy Doc recommends to boost gains by up to 10x or
more. To access this website, simply visit:

www.BoostYourGains.com
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EXECUTING A POTENTIAL 10X TRADE...
This page is for you to take notes on June 19th during Doc’s first ever Trading Master
Class, where he’ll show you how to use his trading strategies to multiply ordinary gains
into big triple-digit winners.

Trade #1:
Underlying Stock:
Step #1:

Step #2:

Net Credit/Debit:
Maximum Gain:
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Doc’s Strategy vs. Stock Return:

EXECUTING A POTENTIAL 10X TRADE...
This page is for you to take notes on June 19th during Doc’s first ever Trading Master
Class, where he’ll show you how to use his trading strategies to multiply ordinary gains
into big triple-digit winners.

Trade #2:
Underlying Stock:
Step #1:

Step #2:

Net Credit/Debit:
Maximum Gain:
Doc’s Strategy vs. Stock Return:
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EXECUTING A POTENTIAL 10X TRADE...
This page is for you to take notes on June 19th during Doc’s first ever Trading Master
Class, where he’ll show you how to use his trading strategies to multiply ordinary gains
into big triple-digit winners.

Trade #3:
Underlying Stock:
Step #1:

Step #2:

Net Credit/Debit:
Maximum Gain:
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Doc’s Strategy vs. Stock Return:

EXECUTING A POTENTIAL 10X TRADE...
This page is for you to take notes on June 19th during Doc’s first ever Trading Master
Class, where he’ll show you how to use his trading strategies to multiply ordinary gains
into big triple-digit winners.

Trade #4:
Underlying Stock:
Step #1:

Step #2:

Net Credit/Debit:
Maximum Gain:
Doc’s Strategy vs. Stock Return:
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ABOUT DR. DAVID EIFRIG
After receiving his MBA from Northwestern University’s Kellogg School of
Management, Dr. Eifrig went to work as an elite derivatives trader at the
investment bank Goldman Sachs. He spent a decade on Wall Street.
After tiring of the greed and hypocrisy of Wall Street... he quit his senior
vice president position to become a doctor and earned his MD with
clinical honors from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. He
did a Molecular Biology Fellowship at Duke University and is a published
scientist as well.
In 2008, he joined Stansberry Research and launched his publication,
Retirement Millionaire. He has gone on to launch Retirement Trader, which
uses options to help people construct safe, reliable income streams, and
Income Intelligence, the most comprehensive monthly review we know of
in the universe of income investments.
Now his newest premium service expands the opportunities for every
investor to earn better gains on their portfolio.
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To find out how Doc generated annualized gains of 2,027% on a single
trade, visit www.BoostYourGains.com.

ABOUT STANSBERRY RESEARCH
Stansberry Research is an independent, subscription-based publisher of
financial information and software, serving millions of readers around the
world.
We provide actionable investment recommendations and research for
individuals self-managing their portfolios and aim to bring our subscribers
the safest, most profitable investment ideas in the world, no matter what’s
happening in the markets.
Stansberry Research premium research services cover a wide range of
investment strategies including dividend investing, fixed income, value
investing, energy and precious-metals investments, alternative assets, and
conservative, income-generating options trading strategies.
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Stansberry Research, LLC does not render personalized investment advice. The opinions and ideas
reflected in this Memorandum do not constitute a recommendation that a particular security,
strategy or action taken is suitable for you or any specific person for that matter.
Investing always carries risk, and past results are not indicative of future results.
Stansberry Research, LLC, 1125 N. Charles St., Baltimore, MD 21201
Copyright 2019, Stansberry Research, LLC. All rights reserved.

